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AIR TRANSPORT ACROSS THE ATLANTIC

Figures to the end of September show that although thousands of aircraft have
made the North Atlantic crossing during the preceding year: the percentage of loss
is less than half of one per cent.

These crossings have been made from east to west and west to east in all
weathers by aircraft of Transport Command, R.A.F., and by United States Air Transport
Command, as well as by the aircraft of B. O, A. C,

This high level of safety, in conditions far more arduous than will be the

case in peace, is due to three factors: the reliability of the aircraft, the high
training standard of the air crews, and the ground organisation.

The aircraft are well tried and efficient with the skilled workmanship of the

factories behind the pilots and crews.

Crews of the aircraft and on the ground are the products of intensive training
for this particular job. Essential work on the ground ensures that when the air-

craft takes the air the pilot is sure of its airworthiness, whether it is one of the

regular transports or a reinforcement aircraft destined for one of the Allied fronts*

Reinforcement aircraft are frequently flown over by young crews who have just
finished their training in Canada and have taken an intensive course in Transport
Command before the crossing. For many it is their first really long flight: but

they make the crossing like veterans.

The regular crews of Transport Command are of many nationalities and pilots of

nearly all the Allied Nations are flying the Atlantic regularly Poles, Czechs,
Norwegians, French, Belgian, Dutch, American, Dominion and British personnel make

up the teams.

A crew may include several nationalities. A Polish pilot may have an American

radio officer and a Canadian navigator, or a Canadian captain may have nationals of
several European countries in his crew. They work extremely well together in the

air or on land: they play the same games, they mess together, they work and live

as a team. They speak the language of the air, and they train and check their

training together. Between flights they take refresher courses, with instruction

in the latest methods of radio and blind flying aids, and gain die international

experience and knowledge essential for the development of air transport in peace.


